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Work on the Tcho typeface
design was intiated by
a commercial project
to create a typographic
logo that would be used
to promote the city of
Geneva. This logotype
would be used in a tourism
development project to
welcome new arrivals and
tourists to a city some see
as austere.
A series of designs where
proposed that ranged from
Script style lettering to
more formal letterforms but
a decision was made to
stay away from what would
be perceived as swiss,
so Helvetica, Univers and
Frutigers, or any designs
that where too heavily
influenced by the Swiss
style of the 1960’s. The
reason being that we felt
that these designs have
become so wide spread
that their use has become
generic and no longer
an indentifying factor, or
national style. You will have
as much chance coming
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across Helvetica in the New
York metro as in Geneva, so
why play on these codes?
We also felt that it would be
a more original approach to
attempt to create a Geneva
style as opposed to a swiss
style since Switzerland
has a very strong cantonal
value, leaving many citizens
more attached to their
communes or cantons than
country.
After a series of trials and
proposals, a final selection
was made and approved
by the client. A proposal
was submitted to expand
the design to a typeface
but unfortunately, the client
did not follow our ideas..
The main argument we put
forward was to say that
we had created a system,
more than a logo, where the
typeface was being used as
the main styling factor, so if
we extended these options
to cover a wide range of
languages, we could be
prepared for a consistent
branding on wayfinding

boards, for example.
Geneva is known the world
over as being firstly the
home of the United Nations,
but equally as one of the
main international cities
of Switzerland, thanks
largely to it’s airport. The
ambition was not to create
a typeface to represent the
city, but rather a design
that could be used in most
forms of communication
and essentially, could cover
a wide array of potential
languages in a multicultural
city that is full of diversity
with a foreign population of
over 40% of the city.
So despite a lack of
follow up from the client,
I thought the project had
it’s own merits and was a
great way for me to explore
one of my great passions,
letterforms. Symbolic or
pictographic languages
like chinese and Japanese
where quickly excluded
as being far too complex
technicaly to deal with in
this context. But a selection

of ISO standard character
sets was chosen that would
cover what seemed to be
the common languages
heard and used in Geneva.
So along with the Latin set
and accent extentions for
other latin based languages
like turkish, icelandic or
swedish; Hebrew, Arabic,
Cyrillic, Greek and Thai
where chosen to complete
the family.
Dealing with such a
large selection of scripts
presented both a challenge
but also an added freshness
to the letterforms. On
certain occassions, work
a certain glyph from
the hebrew alphabete
presented a new solution for
the latin glyphs. The main
concern was to create a
series of forms that despite
very different origins and
sometimes settings, could
be used with each other
in complete harmony. This
attribute was particulary
challenging on languages
such as hebrew, arabic

and thai that do not share
any common forms with
the latin script that was the
base. While this issue has
been addressed in certain
languages like greek by
designers since the early
days of printing throughout
europe, other forms like
Thai in particular, have
suffered from either a lack
of interest or commercial
appeal. Particular care was
taken to create authentic
letterforms that respected

the roots of each language,
the main focus was to
have a consistent form,
stroke and feel over all the
different glyphs. This was
a challenge for a series of
forms, that like the greek
language, are more closely
associated to script or
cursive forms than the more
rigid and structured forms
found in the latin based
languages.
The base letterforms of the

Tcho typeface was created
with a series of rounded
letterforms expressing a
gentle and soft form that
was coherant with the intial
request of creating a warm
and welcoming design.
A final, yet important
addition to the typeface was
the creation of a true italic
companion to the design.
This was firstly born out
of neccessity due to the
glyph changes in scripts
like Cyrillic but we decided
to pursue that avenue by
reworking all the letterforms,
adding a very slight
curve, reminiscent of the
handwritten script, into the
design. The overall layout
sits nicely with the regular
font and with a slight slant
of only 9 degrees, does
not distract the eye from
the regular form. The italic
weight has a more humanist,
rounded form and is
therefore well set for slogan
or emotive messages.

Features

With the very large selection
of languages yet limited
weight range, I decided
to pack the single weight
design with a very diverse
set of Opentype features,
from the more standard or
discretionary ligatures to
titling alternates or standard
alternates, this single weight
font offers a whole range of
possibilities to any designer
working on a layout.
Unfortunately, the main
language support for these
features remains the basic
latin 1 set but future plans
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could see an expansion of
certain features to other
scripts. Despite this, the
Opentype features provide
a handy set of solutions
when setting the typeface,
allowing the designer to
mix some flair like a swash
capital with a ligatured set
of glyphs. These features
also provide enough variety
in the forms to avoid the
lack of weights becoming an
issue when setting your text.

Numerals

While developing the
typeface, I also noticed that
the ideal numeral solution
would be to create the three
standard sets, so oldystyle,
tablular and x height lining.
The reasoning behind
this was to offer the best
solution for each setting, so
in text I would recommend
the oldstyle figures. For
display or titles the tabular
or x height numerals would
be best, simply due to their

consistent aligning, the
setting is easier to manage.
As with many contempory
designs, Tcho features a
full set of subscript and
superscript numerals that
can be used seperately
but also form the base for
the Fraction feature that
covers all the possible
combinations.
An extra option was also
added as a set of titling
numerals, these numerals
are lining numerals but
set inside a series of

circles. These numerals
where conceived as a final
complimentary solution,
imagined more for title
settings but could equally
be used if setting tables or
other charts.
To remain true to the
language support, Tcho
equally features 2 extra
numeral sets, for Thai
and for Arab languages.
However these numerals
are not set as the default
system due to the fact that
in these regions, a lot of the

contempory designs use
latin numerals, they can
however be accessed by
the designer if required in
the project.

BASE GLYPHS

PUNCTUATION

DEFAULT
NUMERALS
ACCENTS

TABULAR
NUMERALS

OLD STYLE
NUMERALS
SUPERSCRIPT
SUBSCRIPT

TITLING
NUMERALS
FRACTIONS

GUILLEMTS
& ALTERNATES
SYMBOLS
& ALTERNATES
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AMPerSAND
& ALTERNATES

MONETARY
SYMBOLS

LIGATURES

DISCRETIONARY
LIGATURES

ALTERNATES

SWASH
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Tcho regular

arabic language support

standard capitals

SWASH FEATURE
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thai language support

ISO LATIN-5

ISO LATIN-6

ISO LATIN-7

ISO LATIN-11

ISO LATIN-8
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The following
languages
are supported
in the Tcho
typeface
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ISO LATIN 8851-1
Afrikaans
Albanian
Breton
Catalan
Danish
English (UK and US)
Faroese
Galician
German
Icelandic
Irish (new orthography)
Italian
Kurdish
(The Kurdish Unified
Alphabet)
Latin (basic classical
orthography)
Leonese
Luxembourgish
(basic classical orthography)
Norwegian (Bokmål and
Nynorsk)
Occitan
Portuguese
(Portuguese and Brazilian)
Rhaeto-Romanic
Scottish Gaelic
Spanish
Swahili
Swedish
Walloon
Basque

ISO LATIN 8851-2
Bosnian
Croatian
Czech
German
Hungarian
Polish
Romanian
Serbian
(when in the Latin script)
Slovak
Slovene
Upper Sorbian
Lower Sorbian
ISO LATIN 8851-3
Turkish
Maltese
Esperanto
ISO LATIN 8851-4
Estonian
Latvian
Lithuanian
Greenlandic
Sami
ISO LATIN 8851-5
Bulgarian
Belarusian
Russian
Serbian
Macedonian

ISO LATIN 8851-6
Arabic language
ISO LATIN 8851-7
Greek language
ISO LATIN 8851-8
Hebrew language
ISO LATIN 8851-10
Nordic languages
ISO LATIN 8851-11
Thai language

Aşağıdaki
desteklenen
diller, Tcho
yazıyüzü
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Tcho

ISO LATIN 8851-1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 10

ACCENTS

ÅÀÃÄÁÂĄĂĀ
ÇČĆĊĈĐĎÈÉÊ
ËĚĘĜĠĞĢĦĤÌ
ÍÎÏİĨĮĪĴĶŁĽĹÑ
ŇŃŅŊÒÓÔÕÖ
ŐØŌÙÚÛÜŰŮ
ŪŨŲŪŨŲŁŘŠ
ȘŚŜŞŢŤŦŸÝŽ
ŹŻáâãäåàąăā
çćčđďèéêëěę
ėēĝġğģĥħìíîï
ıīįĩĵķñňńņŋò
óôõöøőōùúûü
űůųũūĺłļŕřŗŝ
šșşťţŧýÿžÐÞ
þð´`˝ˆˇ¸˛¨

Следующие
языки
поддержаны
в шрифте
Tcho
Tcho

ISO LATIN 8851-5

Cyrillic Character Set

АБВГДЕЖЗИ
ЙКЛМНОПРС
ТУФХЦЧШЩ
ЪЫЬЭЮЯЁЂЃ
ЄЅІЇЈЉЊЋЌЎ
Џабвгдежзи
йклмнопрст
уфхцчшщъы
ьэюяёђѓєѕіїј
љњћќўџ
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Οι ακόλουθες
γλώσσες
υοστηρίζονται
στο
Tcho
Tcho

ISO LATIN 8851-7

GREEK Character Set

ΑΒΕΖΗΙΚΜΝΟ
ΡΤΧΪΓ∆ΘΛΞΠ
ΣΥΨΩαβγδεζ
ηθικλµνξοπρ
στυφχψωςΦ
Ϋά όέίήύώϋϊ
ΰΐΏΎΌΊΉΆΈ
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נתמכות ב
הבאות
השפות
Tcho גופן
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Tcho

ISO LATIN 8851-8

HEBREW Character Set

לכךטחזה דבא
צץפףעסנןמיום
תשרק

ISO LATIN 8851-6

Tcho

arabic Character Set

دخحجثتبأآإا
ضصشسژزرذ
كقفغعﻇظط
ئىؤوةهنمل
ﮓگﻚﭙﭘﭗﮋچپ
ﷲﺊﻲﺔﮕﻜﮔﻛ
ﺛﺗﻳﺑﻧﺚﺖﺐﺎﺌﺋﺈﺄ
ﭼﺧﺟﺣﺞﺦﺢﺜﺘﻴﺒﻨ
ﺶﺲﺰﺮﺬﺪﭽﺨﺠ
ﺾﺼﺻﺺﺸﺴﺷﺳ
ﻎﻊﻈﻆﻄﻃﻂﻀﺿ
ﻤﻗﻓﻣﻒﻐﻌﻏﻋ
ﻫﻪﻦﻢﻠﻟﻞﻖﻘﻔ
ﻼﻻﻺﻹﻸﻶﻷﻵﻮﻬ
����������

هذه اللغات
دعما من
أن تلقى
 Tchoبعد
بالخط
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ภาษา ต่อไปนี้ได้รับกา
รสนับสนุนในการ
Tcho
รูปร่างหน้าตา
ของตัวพิมพ์
Tcho

ISO LATIN 8851-11

THAI Character Set

�����ำ��กขฃ
คฅฆงจฉชซฌญ
ฎฏฐฑฒณดตถท
ธนบปผฝพฟภ
มยรฤลฦวศษสห
ฬอฮฯะัา฿เแโใไ
ๅ ๆ ◌� � � � � �
๏๐๑๒๓๔๕๖๗๘
๙๚๛
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office

ﬁ ﬂ fa fb ﬀ ﬃ ffj
ﬄ ffy fj fk fn fm fp
fr ft fu fy fv fw fx
fz it if rt rf tt tf
tty tv tw ty Ti Tj Fi
Fj TT ET FT Ex

standard ligatures

ATTACK fluffy fatty & fit
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AH AF HE HU OO TH THE
TV TW TX TY TZ Th
Tk ct ch ck ft fl fb

fh fk fi fj ff ffi ffl ffj
ffy gg gh gt gy rt st
sh sk th MR MRS TH ST RD

shaft
32

16th avenue
16th avenue
16th avenue
lining numerals

oldstyle numerals

default numerals
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0123456789
0123456789
0123456789
0123456789
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discretionary
ligature

swash feature
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��������
��������
��������
��������
����

อาหารนานาชาต

בינלאומ
� NEW CHARACTER

40

fight
ﬁght
alternate

standard glyph
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ßaefgkuyæœ
ßßàáâãäåèéê
ëìíîïùúûüýÿ

bienvenue

Tcho Typeface
by Michael Parson
2 weights
Display / Text

For more information,
please contact us at:
mparson@parsonresearch.ch

Specimen Layout: Michael Parson
Text & visuals: Michael Parson
Font used: Tcho
Longer text & notes set in
Helvetica Neue.
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